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Abstract. Since 2012, in a case-study in Bucaramanga-Colombia, 179
pedestrians died in car accidents, and another 2873 pedestrians were injured. Each day, at least one passerby is involved in a tragedy. Knowing
the causes to decrease accidents is crucial, and using system-dynamics
to reproduce the collisions’ events is critical to prevent further accidents.
This work implements simulations to save lives by reducing the city’s
accidental rate and suggesting new safety policies to implement. Simulation’s inputs are video recordings in some areas of the city. Deep Learning
analysis of the images results in the segmentation of the different objects
in the scene, and an interaction model identifies the primary reasons
which prevail in the pedestrians or vehicles’ behaviours. The first and
most efficient safety policy to implement - validated by our simulations
- would be to build speed bumps in specific places before the crossings
reducing the accident rate by 80%.
Keywords: Data-centric · traffic violation · Dynamic System
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Introduction

This work aims to reduce accidents in a city by knowing pedestrian behaviour
in a city’s urban area.
Yang et al. [28] contributed notably to the field by separating two kinds of
pedestrians - those obeying the law and those having opportunistic behaviours.
Under this assumption, Yang made a questionnaire evaluating Chinese citizens’
behaviour related to the pedestrian cross path. In his survey, some variables are
essential in the model construction for micro-simulation, like age and gender.
This characteristic is relevant according to the perception of the pedestrians
in the case study in Colombia [26, 21]. Indeed, pedestrians clearly show in our
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dataset an obedience issue to the traffic authorities. Another related work by
Chen Chai et al. [6] evaluates pedestrians’ behaviour also by gender and age,
but adds extra information from fuzzy logic-based observations about if the subject is a child. This work question the indicators that influence pedestrians’ behaviour. Aaron et al. [1] compare real situations where different variables related
to the environment were evaluated, knowing the reality will always be different.
This work defines the variables of a micro-simulation which have to be part of
the causal model to refine the modelled reality. Camara et al. [3] implement a
decision tree to determine the pedestrians’ vehicle interaction. This implementation, looking for the design of new policies for pedestrians in Bucaramanga Colombia, seeks for less critical accidents in 2019 over 200 pedestrians involved
in an accident6 . They identify the need to find the correct variables that can
reduce pedestrians accidents. For instance, Holland et al. [10] highlight gender
as an essential factor in the behavior of a pedestrian to decide a crossing. Other
works consider pedestrian and vehicles flows [19, 4], even if the use of specific
PTV-VISSIM and VISWALK software modules7 can recognize pedestrian events
and drivers’ behaviour as individuals.
These different works well-illustrate the importance of determining the exact
criteria influencing pedestrians and drivers to take an action at a crossing intersection. In section 2, we go through several causes found in related works. Then,
in section 3, we describe the methodology used in our work to build the dataset
and the simulation. In section 4, we detail our model and simulation results. We
finally conclude and give future works.
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Related work

Several research works try to identify the variables intervening in pedestrians’
jaywalking producing accidents in a city - either from pedestrian behaviour or
external causes. To find these causes, we establish different scenarios with reallife information and people perception. To validate these variables in our microsimulation model, we refine them by comparing their value with video-recordings
in a spiral process of refined simulation by Jordan (see Fig 1) [22]. This validation is repeatedly processed in an endless task - as citizens behaviours are not
trivial and only a near prediction is possible. It allows identifying new potential
variables to be in the model of the citizens’ perception. Furthermore, to compare
the results with existing models [5].
To minimize the accidents that involved citizens and vehicles, it is necessary
to find the reasons that affect pedestrians’ opportunistic decisions when the
traffic light allows the pass of the vehicles or scenarios where do not exist signals.
Pedestrians must have priority in the way, and the vehicle has to stop in that
case. The empirical analysis of Sanghamitra et al. [8] lists the crossing decisions
of passersby in a cross-side of the street based on the time gap until the next car.
6
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Fig. 1. Inference Spiral of System Science (Jordan 2015)

Even if all the variables could not be detected by this research tool, it is possible
to recognize similar walkers’ behaviours. Another well-known variable taking
place in pedestrian behaviour is the ”social force”. It occurs when the pedestrians
are guided by another citizen, without knowing if the principal citizen decision
is correct, but at least having a partial vision of the path. Different passersby
models can be found in the literature: magnetic force, social force, and BenefitCost Cellular. Teknomo does a review of microscopic simulations of pedestrians,
detailing every pedestrian as an individual [25]. In his work, different variables
are necessary to the mathematical modelling, but different causes could be part
of a pedestrian accident. In a simulation, several causes can be considered in the
model:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Time gap between car and pedestrian [28, 8]
Social force [25, 9]
Environment (weather, pollution, noise) [13]
Vehicle factors [13]
Human factors (driver skills, fatigue, alcohol, drugs, too quick glance) [13, 7]
Road Conditions (corner, visibility, straight, wet, dry) [12]

These causes allow identifying different scenarios where a pedestrian have a
specific behaviour. Pau et al. [20] select scenarios at different times of the day:
with many pedestrians in the streets (peak hours) or when almost no pedestrians
walk through the street. Rasouli et al. [24] determine the people who cross-traffic
line and the street and who made a signal with the hands, showing a petition of
the stop to the driver. This article’s methodology looks at different environments:
night, day, rain, snow - in the same place when crowded or not. This work is not
related to implementing objects in the video sequence, but when the behaviour
of pedestrian changes according to luminosity, it is a parameter we need to
consider. Kouabenan et al. [12] analyze 55 reports of pedestrians’ accidents,
randomly selected from a police report on the IvoryCoast. In their article, they
analyze the characteristics and circumstances of the accidents. Those previous
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works conclude their research by suggesting alternative solutions, simplifying or
new public policies, campaigns, or improvements in a particular spot of the city.
Proposed actions are:
–
–
–
–
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Accident prevention campaigns [12, 18]
Road safety policies [13, 27]
Improved lighting conditions [27, 29]
Vehicle conditions campaigns [27]

Methodology

Our research work aims to create a micro-simulation model that considers factors
that interfere in the citizen’s behaviour (pedestrian or driver). Later on, the
simulation is refined with real-life video data from cameras installed in different
spots in five cities in Colombia. This work is then validated with a case study on
the city of Bucaramanga by using the paradigm of system dynamics; the model
evolves by applying the following four steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify and analyse the factors influencing on the event
Modify the parameters of the simulation model
Execute the simulation with the modified model
Observe and differentiate between the real-life behaviour on the observed
event and the simulation outcomes

The process previously described is a cycle that improves the model as soon as
we add more variables according to the phenomenon’s observations (see Fig 2).
If it is possible to find the factors that significantly impact the pedestrians’
accidents in the city, these causes can become the targeted part of the new
public policies to reduce future tragedies.

Fig. 2. General methodology implemented

To validate our model and apply our methodology, we collaborate with the
Santander department’s government in Colombia. One of the projects - funded
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by the government - aims to analyse the citizens’ behaviour and improve civics in
the city. To this end, 900 cameras were deployed in five cities of the department.
Different projects are proposed to use these cameras: mobility, public spaces and
harmony.
This research focuses on pedestrians to further a better mobility and reduce
the rate of accidents in the city. Thus we select, from the deployed cameras, the
spots where more accidents in particular conditions occur. An image of one of
the top five selected spots where collisions happen very often is shown in Figure
3. This particular is in a relevant neighbourhood collecting different variables
according to the related works (see Section 2): no traffic lights, the second area in
the city with more accidents, presenting architecture heterogeneity: one church,
two universities, one park, and numerous residential areas nearby.

Fig. 3. Camera selected in Bucaramanga-Colombia

The initial simulation model starts from the previous research carried out
on the evaluated phenomenon, bearing in mind that all the models can vary
because we created the model for the particular case of Bucaramanga. The reallife factors can be analysed and measured thanks to the cameras of the city.
To measure these factors, we analyse hours of video on the Briefcam8 software.
This software has tools to measure causes and find objects via deep learning
on video-recordings and accelerate the process of identifying pedestrians. Then,
with the video-recordings and the software, it is possible to get the data detailed
in Table 1. This report is necessary to have extra information from particular
behaviours from the video and the perception of the people who live in Bucaramanga.

8
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Variable

Type

Observation

Date of Video

Date

Range hour

e.g: 21:00 22:00 hrs

Pedestrians who cross the
street

numeric

categorized by gender

Not safe events

numeric

those are events which
involves an accident

Pedestrians against the law

numeric

Pedestrians who cross by
the zebra

numeric

Pedestrians velocity avernumeric
age
Table 1. Variables describing the pedestrians’ behaviours
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Model and simulation results

According to the related works reviewed in Section 2, some causes directly entailing pedestrians’ accidents are observable. Otherwise, for non-trivial causes,
we estimate the necessity of micro-simulation [2]: seeing the pedestrian as an
individual, identifying the general causes seen in the observed simulation, and
measurable in the cameras installed for this project (see Fig. 4). In previous
researches, many simulations were performed [5, 13, 24, 18, 27], and the proposed
solutions produced new policies, which only have a sinusoidal behaviour, according to Mendez [18]. Therefore, it is necessary to implement a micro-simulation
to identify and analyse the pedestrians’ causes of accident as an individual [28,
25] and determine the particular factors that will reduce the accident rate.
With micro-simulation, factors can directly be compared to measurable variables thanks to video recordings from the initial causes evaluated. In particular,
this work assesses human factors in the micro-simulation for pedestrians as individuals. The numeric data is not enough. Hence we use the citizens’ perception
to have extra information not visible in the videos.
In some accidents, pedestrians endanger their own lives, and thus they interfere with traffic. In this simulation, we aim to look for a safer pedestrian crossing.
Therefore, we use the Viswalk simulation tool9 to find the causes of accidents in
a micro-simulation of walkers in a specific sector of Bucaramanga (Colombia),
using the same method represented in Fig 2.
Firstly, we analyse the priority, which in Colombia is for vehicles instead
of pedestrians. To know the causes that a jaywalker could have, we interviewed
students and other passers-by about how good pedestrians they were. The results
9
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Fig. 4. Causal diagram for pedestrian accidents

are shown in Tables 2 and 3. This information was used to feed the microsimulation, for example, and one of the more exciting information, 69% of people
think that the pedestrian is disrespected, even in a zebra crossing, the car or
motorbike has priority. This is important information, when the simulation has
this rule of priority, the accidents in the micro-simulation appear (see Figure 5).

Fig. 5. Viswalk micro-simulation in San Francisco neighborhood

The measured information for several video recordings, from the spot shown
in Figure 3, are presented in Table 4. The date and time were selected for working
days, and the values shown in the table are the mean values during the week.
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Question

always

often

sometimes rarely

never

Do you walk on the zebra
crossing when you cross the
road?

42.9%

47.6%

9.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Do you look at the state of
traffic lights when you cross
95.2%
4.8%
0.0%
the road?
Table 2. Pedestrians’ behavior at intersections

Question

always

often

sometimes rarely

never

In general conditions

0.0%

9.5%

23.8%

33.3%

33.3%

In a hurry

14.3%

23.8%

38.1%

19%

4.8%

Long duration of red light

14.3%

14.3%

9.5%

33.3%

28.6%

Presence of other pedestrians who violate traffic signal

9.5%

9.5%

9.5%

19%

52.4%

Low traffic volume

33.3%

38.1%

14.3%

4.8%

9.5%

High traffic volume

19%

9.5%

0.0%

23.8%

47.6%

Police officer is on duty at
23.8%
4.8%
14.3%
9.5%
the intersection
Table 3. Probabilities of pedestrians’ signal non-compliance under specific situations

The information was gathered from the videos thanks to the deep learning tool
on Briefcam. We use this information as input for the simulations. Additionally,
the same spot’s heat-map is shown in Figure 6. It reveals the frequent zones that
pedestrians go, and that we use to narrow down the solutions to implement.
With the additional information about the people’s perception and the numeric data gathered from the videos, we have the micro-simulation input data. It
is not possible to strictly imitate when walkers and vehicles appear, but they are
defined by the number of objects that appear per minute. One frequent improvement in the pedestrians’ care is the implementation of a bump. As a counterpart
of that implementation, the queue of cars on the street produces traffic jams in
the zone, altering the order and regular circulation. By changing the number of
vehicles per minute, the simulation shows that maximum three vehicles stayed
queuing in a row in an hour of simulation. One of the additional factors of accidents in a row is a pedestrian who walks seeing his cellphone, this increases
the probability of accidents to 88% for adults [11]. This number is possible to
reproduce for all the pedestrians in the micro-simulation, then accidents appear.

47.6%
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Fig. 6. Heat map showing where walkers go through
Variable

Type

Observation

Date of Video

22/06/2019

Range hour

e.g: 9:00 10:00 hrs

Pedestrians who cross the
street

316

70% man and 30%
woman

Not safe events

0

not registered in the
video

Pedestrians against the law

2

Vehicles in the video

668

Cars and motorbikes vehi60km/hr
cles velocity average
Table 4. The quantifiable information from the video recording

Overall, the road speed reducer decreases the speed to 2km/h from the
40km/h mandatory limit, and even from 60-70km/h in real-life events, according
to the video records. From the results of the simulation, this small but significant
change can save over 80% of the people related in an accident - especially with
the 88% people presenting distraction or bravery conditions.

5

Conclusions

The proposed model helps in determining the fittest variables that are more
important in pedestrians’ unsafe crossings in fast-growing cities. In other areas of
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Fig. 7. Bump implemented in the simulation

a city or other cities having a similar environment, the model can be transferred
to reduce the area’s accidental rate.
Implementing a slight change in architecture - such as the speed bump deployment proposed in this article - produces a significant number of people’s
lives saved. 80% of accident decrease can be achieved in our study.

6

Future work

The method proposed is a good first step to use infrastructure (cameras) and
information (video-recordings) to build a smart city in the Bucaramanga casestudy [21]. Our method analyzes different causes identified in the video recordings, other parameters such as the weather, building architectures, disabled people identification, vehicle conditions could be integrated and extend the method
to global system dynamics. This pedestrian behaviour analysis can also provide urban services such as traffic optimization [16, 15], smart parking [17], taxi
recommendation [23], crisis management [14].
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